Lay all the card on the table face upwards.
Decide in your group how the cards can be
placed in three different groups.
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The sorting of these cards and the
discussion that will be generated will
give learners the ideas needed to discuss
issues of freedom and slavery in a
constructivist way.

My master
brought me to
this plantation

I get no pay for
the work that I
do

My house is a
small wooden
cabin

I am not
protected by the
law

I get very little
free time

I have to do what
ever I am told to
do

I have been
bought and sold
in a market

Hunger is
always present

I have no rights

I am a free
person

I was captured
in my native land

I have been
whipped for not
working hard
enough

My food is quite
poor

I live in very
crowded
conditions

If I work hard I
can earn a good
wage

I was taken
across the sea

I am not allowed
to complain

There is a little
garden where I
can grow some
food

I am a slave

I can choose to
work where I like

I am free to
make my living
as I wish

My family and I
are well fed

I can live where I
like

I am a self
respecting
person

I like to help
people

I can make
decisions about
my future

We can wear
decent clothes

I need food

I have values
that I hold dear

I need care
when I am sick

The law protects
my rights

In out leisure
time we can
read, ride and
play games

I need shelter

I have emotions

I love my
children

I need the
company of
friends

My friends think
highly of me

I need clothes

I have a pleasant
My family is
house with good respected by the
quality
neighbours
furnishings

